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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY-
.

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Post Office Box 2000

Decatur, Alabama 35609-2000

.JUN 151989

|

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:
1

TVA - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 2 - DOCKET NO. 50-260 - FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE DPR-52 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFRO-50-260/89014

The enclosed report provides details concerning the unplanned engineered safety
feature actuations due to the trip of a transformer feeder breaker. This report

is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(iv).

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

{{4hf?f ibJ )
J.- . Bynum
Vice President

. Nuclear Power Production

Enclosures
cc (Enclosures): !

Regional Administration INPO Records Center
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Suite 1500
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Region II Atlanta, Georgia 30339
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

NRC Resident Inspector, BFN
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On May 18, 1989 at 1931 hours, the 4 kV feeder breaker to transformer TS2A, tripped
from an indicated time overcurrent, deenergizing the 480 volt shutdown board 2A and
its associated loads. This caused a loss of power to the 2A reactor protection
system (EPS) motor generator set and RPS bus 2A. Loss of power to the 2A RPS bus
completed the actuation logic for a half scram on unit 2, isolations of primary and
secondary containment, standby gas treatment (SBGT), and control room emergency
ventilation (CREV). Operations personnel subsequently transferred the 480 volt
shutdown board 2A tc its alternate supply. Power was restored to RPS bus 2A and
the half scram and isolations were reset. SBGT and CREV were returned to standby
readiness. The subsequent investigation and testing did not indicate any component
failures. Instrumentation was installed to monitor the current when the
transformer was energized. All indications were normal. Personnel working in the
area at the time of the event were interviewed and no problems were identified.

The cause of this event has not been determined. The investigation was considered
comprehensive and determination of cause is not expected.

All three units at Browns Ferry were in cold shutdown with units 1 and 3 defueled
when this event occurred.
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On May 18, 1989 at 1931 hours, the 4 kV feeder breaker to transformer TS2A (4 kV
shutdown board B, compartment 5)(EIIS system code EB), tripped from an indicated
time overcurrent, deenergizing the 480 volt shutdown board 2A (EIIS system code ED)
and its associated loads. This caused a loss of power to the 2A reactor protection
system (RPS)(EIIS system code JC) motor generator (MG) set and RPS bus 2A. Loss of
power to the 2A RPS bus completed the actuation logic for the following engineered
safety features (ESFs).

Unit 2 RPS half scram, channel A

Containment Isolation /Actuations (EIIS system code JM)

- Unit 2

Group 2 (Residual Heat Removal) isolation, inboard valves
(EIIS system code B0)

Group 3 (Reactor Water Cleanup) isolation (EIIS system code CE)

Group 6 (purging and venting) isolation, inboard valves
(EIIS system code VB)

Group 8 (Traversing Incore Probe) isolation
(EIIS system code IG)

Reactor zone isolation (EIIS syrstem code VA)

- Common

Standby Gas Treatment, trains A, B, and C (EIIS system code BH)

Control Room Emergency Ventilation, trains A and B
(EIIS system code VI)

Units 1, 2, and 3 refueling zone isolations (EIIS system code VG)

Note: Primary containment isolation of group 8 valves did not occur because
they had been previously isolated.

Operations personnel subsequently transferred 480 volt shutdown board 2A to its
alternate supply. Power was restored to RPS bus 2A and the half scram and
isolations were reset. SGTS and CREV were returned to standby readiness by 2055

I hours.

All three units at Browns Ferry were in cold shutdown with units 1 and 3 defueled
when this event occurred. 480 volt shutdown board 2A was initially be,ing fed from
its normal supply, 4 kV shutdown board B via transformer TS2A.
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plSQRIPTION OF EVENT (continued)

Interviews with operations personnel inside 4 kV shutdown bohrd room B at the time
of the trip revealed they had opened the upper compartment to TS2A transformer 4 kV
breaker. The door was opened to see if fuses similar to the ones inside the Cl
residual heat tenoval service water pump motor breaker compartment had been
installed inside this compartment. They were in the process of establishing a
clearance on the Cl residual heat removal service water pump. 'i~he operators stated

they were careful in closing the compartment door and did not notice any relay
action or breaker trips.

CAUSE OF EVENT

The atelysis of test data showed nothing abnormal, and interviews, did not provide
any specific or conclusive evidence of personnel action causing the trip, the cause
of this event remaina unknown. The investigation was considered comprehensive and
determination of cause is not expected. ,

The SOS noted finding the A phase overcurrent relay ccver upside down. This in
itself had no affect on the relay operation other than inability to reset the relay
target with the cover on. It should be noted, however, that these IAC type relays
can be tripped if an attempt is made to reset them with the cevar removed and one
is not familiar with the mechenism. No proof of this having happened could be
found.

Corrective Actigng

With 480 volt shutdown 2A board reenergized, the Shift Operations Suparvisor
(SOS)(utility, licensed) inspected the 4 kV feed breaker to transformer TS2A and
found the time overcurrent relay targets were dropped for A and C phase. The SOS
reset the targets and requested the assistant shift operctions supervisor
(ASOS)(utility, licensed) to inspect the TS2A transformer. The AS03 reported the
transformer did not have any signs of damage or any unusual odor. The transformer
(windings) temperature was reading 65 degrees C. The SOS then reenergized the
transformer TS2A and loaded it partially with satisfactory results, Ee then had
the transformer unloaded but left it energized in case its use was needed in an
emergency. The investigation was continued including interviews, additional
troubleshooting and testing,

i
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CORRECTIVE. ACTIONS (cont.ir.ued)

On May 19, 1989 inspection of TS2A started with the removal of enclosure panels |
from the transfoirer. Electrical maintenance, systems engineering and utility
design engineering representatives made visual inspections of the cable
connections, busses, and the transformer core. There were no signs of any i

electrical arcing, phyt,1 cal daroage or unusual odors. Next, the brea'ker cables and i

bue connections,'at both the 4 kV and the 480 volt shutdown boards, were visually
inspected with no signs of any electrical problem..

The following additional testing was performed: i

L ;
.

1. High potential test of the transformer feed cables with leads lifted at j

the transformer primary.
..

Results: Higher leakage current than the values obtained from the test at
the origital cable. installation, however, results were satisfactory.

2. High potential test of the transformer feed cables with both 4 kV
switchgear and transformer ends lifted.
Results: Values similar to the original installation were obtained.
Reaults were satisfactory.

3. - Meggar test of transformer feed cables with the leads lifted at both the
transformer primary and 4 kV switchgear.

Results: St.tisfactory.

4. Meggar test of transformer TS2A with the primary side disconnected from
the 4 kV switchgear cables and the secondary side connected to 480 volt
shutdown board.2A busvork.

Results: Satisfactory.

5. ileg;;ar test of the 480 volt shutdown board 2A normal feed breaker and all ,

phases of the 480 volt shutdown board 2A buswork with the transformer
secondary still connected.

Results: Satisfactory.

6. Calibration check of protective relays for transformer TS2A located in 4
kV shutdown board B, compartment 5.

ResultE: Satisfactory.

.u.s. crc, i.esam m ooon
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CORRECTJVE ACTIONS (continued)

7. Functional trip check of transformer TS2A protective relays with 4 kV
shutdown board B compartment 5 hreaker in the TEST position.

l

.
Results: Satisfactory.'

E
'

8. Meggar test of transformer TS2A feed breaker located in 4 kV shutdown
board B compartment 5.

Results: Satisfactory.

9. Meggar test of transformer TS2A measured from load side etabs of
4 kV shutdown board B compartment 5 after all connections at switchgear
and transformer were complete.

Results: Satisfactory.

10. Visual inspections of transformer TS2A internals, 4 kV shut 6&vn board B,
compartment 5 circuit breaker and connections, and.
480 volt shutdown board 2A buswork..

Results: No visible evidence of foreigt1 material. Nc odor of heat or
combustion to indicate transformer overheating.

11. Performed preventive maintenance on 4 kV shutdown beard B compartment 5
breaker, feeder to transformer TS2A.

Results: Satisfactory. A micro switch fastener was found to be stripped
and subsequently replaced. This however did not ecntribute to breaker
trippinC.

12. Instrumentation was installed to monitor the inrush crrrent when the
transformer was energized.

Results: Satisfactory.

:
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Analysis of Event

The actuation and isolation functions involved are designed to shutdown the
reactor or contain and process radioactive releases. These systems are
designed to fail in the safe configuration upon lose of power to their logic
systems. These actuations were successful completions of those design
functions,'therefore, plant safety was not adversely affected.

Icolations of the refuel zone and the main control room, and initiations of
SBGT and CREV do not significantly affect plant operation nor do they
degrade the safe shutdown capabilities of the unit while defueled or at
power. Temporary isolations of primary containment Groups 2, 3, 6, and 8,
even while at power will have little effect ori plant operations end will Pot
degrade the safe shutdown capabilities of the unit. If the unit is at poder
and receivee a reactor zone isolation, the main steam tunnel will lose
ventilation. Main steam line area temperature will rise. If ventilation is

not restored the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) will receive an
isolation signal and the unit will scram. While these events would
significantly disrupt normal plant operation and initiate safety systems
'they wculd not prevent safe shutdown of the unit.

Previous SimiJar Events - None

.Efmmitments - None
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